Week in Review and Lookahead
Friday, February 18, 2022

With the weather slowly warming, work continues on the Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation Project under the Green Line Transformation (GLT) Program.

Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation
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1,700 ft of Structural Renewal Underway (12 Spans)

- Trackwork: 100% Completed
- Signal: 100% Completed
- Power: 99% Completed
- Concrete & Structural: 99% Completed

Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation Project: Strengthen and preserve the 110-year-old viaduct to sustain heavier loads & increased capacity

- This Week | Electrical work at emergency access structure at Pier 12
- Lookahead | Crews will enhance the electrical work for emergency access structure

*Schedule subject to change with weather conditions and in accordance with public health directives
Project percentages represent the value of the installed work